
Letter to send in the Event Microcells are installed near you 

 

Attention Mayor and Council: Questions about _name telecom 

company____Microcell sites in_where you live_ 

 

Dear Mayor _______& _ where you live _Council, 

 We are writing to express our strong concern over the new __name 

telecom company_microcell sites appearing on neighbourhood power 

poles throughout __where you live.  

One such microcell site is installed on the hydro pole at __Actual 

address of microcell__near our property, very close to our name rooms 

of house ie: master bedroom. We have measured the distance from 

this pole to the middle of our bed and found it to be within _number 

required_meters! We have a line-of-site view of the pole and 

transmitter from our bed. How can this be safe?  

We are concerned about the Radio Frequency (RF) radiation that we 

will be subjected to on a constant basis from these nearby devices. 

What is the signal strength of these devices? What are the regulations 

governing the placement of these microcell sites relative to human 

habitation?  

How close is too close? I suspect we are!  

Neither the District of ___where you live__nor __name telecom 

company__has given us ANY advance notice, information or warning of 

these installations. When the District and __name telecom company_ 



publicly co-announced the establishment of a new fibre optic network 

with much fanfare, there was NO mention of these new microcell sites 

as part of the deal. It seems __name telecom company__and/or the 

name of the local government where you live is trying to sneak these 

RF- emitting devices into our neighbourhood without any opportunity 

for input from those affected.  

Has __name telecom company__secured the required permits from the 

name of the local government where you live for these microcell 

installations?  

Had we been contacted in advance, we would have requested that this 

particular microcell site be repositioned to state preferred location. 

This alternate location would provide approximately the same cell 

coverage, but without the conflicts presented by the one near our 

bedroom.  

We would like the __ name of the local government where you live 

__to investigate this matter and in the meantime prohibit name 

telecom company from activating the microcell site that is at __Actual 

address of microcell__ until such time as our concerns are addressed. 

 Sincerely,  

Name 

Address 

Phone Number 

 


